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1 Introduction
The City of Sydney is creating a pedestrian and cyclist friendly environment in the central business
district. George Street is becoming pedestrian and light rail only, for instance, which means fewer
cars will be on Broadway. The intersection of Broadway and City Road is congested and does not
serve the needs of pedestrians and cyclists. This report proposes a redesign of the intersection to
improve quality of service at the intersection.

2 Project objectives and reasons for the project

2.1 Reasons for the project
1. Pedestrian delay is high at this intersection.

2. George Street had become pedestrian only, which lead to the reduction of cars on Broadway.

3. Buses queue in the bus lane during peak periods.

4. The increasing demand of bike lanes as more and more cyclists are using Broadway.

5. Significant delays during peak periods occurs on right turn traffic from Parramatta Rd to
City Rd.

2.2 Project objectives

1. Reduce pedestrian delay.

2. Add bike lane on both direction of Broadway, Bay St.

3. Give buses more priority.

3 Background
The Broadway and City Road intersection (Figure 1) is currently a four-way intersection. Par-
ramatta Road forms the West leg of the intersection. Bay Street forms the North leg of the
intersection. Bay St had been treated as left-in and left-out, and the left-in traffic toward Broad-
way are not signal controlled. Broadway forms the East lag which the right turn is not permitted.
City Rd forms the South leg. This intersection has a many pedestrians everyday as it is close to
USYD, UTS and Broadway shopping centre.

All the direction of traffic had been named (refer to Figure 2 and Table 3)
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Figure 1: Satellite image of current conditions at the intersection. Source: Google Earth

4 Delay data collection
The peak time for pedestrian which is from 18:00-19:00 according to the City of Sydney’s data.
All of the data had been counted manually during this time in weekdays (Tables 4 for vehicles
and buses and 4 for pedestrians) . The numbers of vehicles and pedestrians were counted every 5
minutes and summed.

The traffic light timing (effective green time) for each phase and the cycle length had been
collected manually with stop watch on the ninth of October by Tingsen Xian. Each phase time
was collected several times and the median value taken.

For OCar (Auto Occupancy of the car), different cars had been counted and the average had
been taken. For OBus (Auto Occupancy of the bus), different buses had been counted and the
average had been taken. Each M10 and M30 bus, which are long articulated vehicles, were counted
as 2 normal buses, because they are approximately double the length of a typical bus.
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Figure 2: Plan of current conditions at the intersection
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Table 1: Definitions of the directions
Short name Definitions

PN Pedestrian crossing (North)
PNE Pedestrian crossing (North) towards East
PNW Pedestrian crossing (North) towards West
PW Pedestrian crossing (West)
PWN Pedestrian crossing (West) towards North
PWS Pedestrian crossing (West) towards South
PS Pedestrian crossing (South)
PSE Pedestrian crossing (South) towards East
PSW Pedestrian crossing (South) towards West
PE Pedestrian crossing (East)
PIS Pedestrian crossing between the Island and South West

PSW-IS Pedestrian from South West walking into the Island
PIS-SW Pedestrian from Island walking to South West
PW-PS Pedestrian crossing (West) towards Pedestrian crossing (South)
PS-SW Pedestrian crossing (South) towards South West (leaving the island)
PIS-PS Pedestrian crossing between the Island

and South West towards Pedestrian crossing (South)
PIS - PW Pedestrian crossing between the Island

and South West towards Pedestrian crossing (West)
PS-PW Pedestrian crossing (South) towards Pedestrian (West)

PW-PSW Pedestrian crossing (West) towards South West (leaving the island)
WN Left turn traffic from West to North
WE Straight traffic from West to East
WS Right turn traffic from West to South
NE Left turn traffic from North to East
NS Straight traffic from North to South
NW Right turn traffic from North to West
ES Left turn traffic from East to South
EW Straight traffic from East to West
SW Left turn traffic from South to West
SN Straight traffic from South to North
SE Right turn traffic from South to East

Delay data collection table
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Table 2: Delay data collection table

Short name Definitions Collected Date Author
PNE Pedestrian crossing (North) towards East 28/09/2017 Tingsen Xian
PNW Pedestrian crossing (North) towards West 28/09/2017 Jiale Feng
PWN Pedestrian crossing (West) towards North 05/10/2017 Tingsen Xian
PWS Pedestrian crossing (West) towards South 06/10/2017 Tingsen Xian
PSE Pedestrian crossing (South) towards East 06/10/2017 Tingsen Xian
PSW Pedestrian crossing (South) towards West 05/10/2017 Tingsen Xian

PSW-IS Pedestrian from South West walking into the Island 05/10/2017 Bryan NG
PIS-SW Pedestrian from Island walking to South West 09/10/2017 Ce Zhang
PW-PS Pedestrian crossing (West) towards Pedestrian crossing (South) 06/10/2017 Tingsen Xian
PS-SW Pedestrian crossing (South) towards South West 05/10/2017 Tingsen Xian
WN Left turn traffic from West to North 28/09/2017 Tingsen Xian
WE Straight traffic from West to East 29/09/2017 Tingsen Xian
WS Right turn traffic from West to South 09/10/2017 Tingsen Xian
NE Left turn traffic from North to East 08/11/2017 Tingsen Xian
ES Left turn traffic from East to South 09/10/2017 Tingsen Xian
EW Straight traffic from East to West 09/10/2017 James McLarty
SW Left turn traffic from South to West 09/10/2017 James McLarty
SN Straight traffic from South to North 28/09/2017 Tingsen Xian
SE Right turn traffic from South to East 29/09/2017 Tingsen Xian

OBus Auto Occupancy of the bus 08/11/2017 Tingsen Xian
OCar Auto Occupancy of the car 01/12/2017 Tingsen Xian
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Table 3: Vehicle users calculation at the intersection

DirectionNumber of cars Total people in the carsNumber of buses Total people in the buses
WN&WE 1021 1378 34 952

WS 756 1021 2 56
ES 609 822 43 1204
EW 952 1285 72 2016
SW 780 1053 5 140

SN&SE 690 931 18 504
NE 152 205 0 0

Total 4960 6696 174 4872

Table 4: Vehicle users delay calculation of current conditions at the intersection

Direction g g/C V Lanes X DV ehicle Car delay Bus delay Total delay
WN&WE 85 0.71 1055 2 0.44 7.40 10200 7045 17245

WS 25 0.21 758 2 1.07 47.50 48478 2660 51138
ES 61 0.51 652 1 0.75 23.53 19343 28327 47670
EW 55 0.46 1024 3 0.44 22.03 28308 44406 72714
SW 56 0.47 785 2 0.49 22.19 23366 3106 26472

SN&SE 26 0.22 708 3 0.64 42.75 39823 21546 61369
NE 152 1 25.20 5171 0 5171

Total 308 2.57 5134 14 3.84 190.60 174691.31 107092.11 281783

Table 5: Pedestrian delay calculation of current conditions at the intersection
Direction g V DPedestrian Total delay

PN 8 1355 56 75880
PW 8 1590 56 89040
PS 8 909 56 50904
PIS 46 1146 37 42402
Total 70 5000 205 258226
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5 Data analysis

5.1 Vehicle delay
Effective green length is the length of the green time in this direction per period.

g

C
=

EffectiveGreenLength

CycleLength

e.g.
g

C
=

85

120
= 0.71

C is the cycle length which is 120s in this case.
S is the ideal number of vehicle that can go through per lane per hour.
V is the number of cars going through this direction between 18:00 and 19:00 (WN&WE is the

sum of the number of cars in WN direction and WE direction, as they share the lanes).
X is the Volume/Capacity (VC ) ratio for lane group.

X =
V

S∗L
g
C

e.g.

XWN&WE =
1021

1700∗2
0.71

= 0.44

d1 is the uniform delay per vehicle for lane group.

d1 =
0.5C(1− g

C )
2

1−min(1, X) ∗ g
C

e.g.

d1,WN&WE =
0.5 ∗ 120 ∗ (1− 0.71)2

1−min(1, 0.44) ∗ 0.71
= 7.40s

d1,NE had been counted manually, because it is not signal controlled. Several measurements
and the average were taken.

5.2 Person delay
People in the car indicates the number of people are traveling through this direction in the car
between 18:00 and 19:00.

Pcar = Vcar ∗Ocar

(e.g. People in the car (WN&WE) = 1021 ∗ 1.35 = 1378)
Number of buses indicates the number of buses that traveling through this direction between

6pm and 7pm.
People in the bus indicates the number of people are traveling through this direction in the bus

between 6pm and 7pm. Bus ridership is given by:

Pbus = Vbus ∗Obus

(e.g. People in the bus (WN&WE) = 34 ∗ 28 = 952)
Total car delay is the total delay of the people in cars between 6pm and 7pm.

Dcar = Pcar ∗ d1
(e.g. Car delay (WN&WE) = 1378.35 ∗ 7.4 = 10200.48s)
Bus delay is the total delay of the people in buses between 6pm and 7pm.

Dbus = Pbus ∗ d1
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(e.g. Bus delay (WN&WE) = 952 ∗ 7.4 = 7045.27s)
Total vehicle delay (DV ) is given by:

DV = Dcar +Dbus

(e.g. Total vehicle delay (WN&WE) = 10200.48 + 7045.27 = 17245.75s)

dped

is the average delay per person in this direction.

dped =
CycleLength− EffectiveGreenlength

2

(e.g.

dpedPN =
120− 8

2
= 56s)

N is the number of pedestrian in this direction between 6pm and 7pm.
Pedestrian delay is the total delay of the pedestrian going through this direction between 6pm

and 7pm.
Total delay for current version = Total vehicle delay + Total pedestrian delay

DT = Dcar +Dbus +Dped

DT = 281783.42 + 258226 = 540009.43s

6 Proposed Design
The proposed improvement increases the width of the northern pedestrian pathway of Broadway,
where is currently narrow with a large number of pedestrians. The pedestrians are able to cross
the intersection directly from the Northwest corner and Northeast corner to Southeast corner via
PE (Located at the east of the intersection).

In the current situation, the pedestrians travelling from the Northwest corner to Southeast
corner have to go through PE and PS, the pedestrians travelling form the Northeast corner to
Southeast corner have to go through PN, PW and PS.

The island at the Southwest corner had been removed so the Pedestrians won’t need to wait
for another traffic light any more.

A bike lane had been added in each direction on Broadway, Parramatta Road, Bay St and
Mountain St. The bikes will use Victoria park to travel to Newtown direction. ‘GIVE WAY TO
BIKES’ signs had been added in order to clarify cyclist rights. The existing Bus lane had been
extended on Broadway.

The bus lane time on Broadway had be extended from peak hour to 6am-7am during weekdays.
A new bus stop bay had been added on Broadway to make the bus be able to overtake the stopping
bus. ‘BUS TURNING’ signs have been added in order to remind other road users.

The speed limit on Bay St had been reduced to 40 km/h to protect pedestrians.
The third lane (count from North) on Parramatta Road has been changed from a straight and

right turn lane to a right-turn only lane. The traffic from the Bay St will be able to go straight to
City Rd and turn right to Parramatta Rd now. This is expected to relieve the traffic pressure on
Mountain St.

For all following diagrams bus lanes are in RED and bike lanes are in GREEN. Refer to figure
3 and figure 4

7 Proposed design signal timings
All the bike lanes are marked in blue.
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Figure 3: Plan of improvement

Figure 4: Satellite of improvement Source: Google Earth.

7.1 Phase 1
WS and SW have 28s green, 4s yellow. PN&PE stop walking after 18s. WS bikes follows WS. SW
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bikes follows SW. Refer to figure 5.

Figure 5: Proposed design phase 1

7.2 Phase 2
WE and EW have 39s green and 4s yellow. PS stop walking after 10s. ES can go after 15s. EW
bikes and WE bikes stops after 10s. WN bikes follows WN. ES bikes follows ES. Refer to figure 6.

7.3 Phase 3
SN, SE and ES have 18s green and 4s yellow. PW stop walking after 10s. SW can go after 15s.
SN bikes follows SN. SE bikes follows SE. ES bikes follows ES. Refer to figure 7.

7.4 Phase 4
In Phase 4 WN, NE, NW and NS will have 7s green and 3s yellow. NE will be able to turn left on
red after stopping. NE bikes follows NE. NS bikes follows NS. NW bikes follows NW. WN bikes
follows WN. Refer to figure 8.

8 Proposed design delay analysis

8.1 Vehicle delay
Refer to table 4, table 8.1, table 8.1 and table 8.1.

Phase length is the length of each phase.
Yellow time is the yellow time in each direction during a period.
Lost time is the time lost in the direction for giving way to Pedestrians during a period.
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Figure 6: Proposed design phase 2

Effective green length is the length of the green time in this direction per period.

g

C
=
′EffectiveGreenLength′

CycleLength

(

e.g.
g

CWN&WE
=

39

107
= 0.36

)
C is 107s in this case.
V is the number of cars going through this direction (WN&WE is the sum of the number of

cars in WN direction and WE direction, as they share the lanes).
L is the number of lanes in the direction.
X is the Volume/Capacity (

V

C

) ratio for lane group.

X =
V

S∗L
g
C

(e.g.XWN&WE =
1055

1700∗2
0.36

= 0.85)
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Figure 7: Proposed design phase 3

Table 6: Proposed design phase length
Phase length

Phase 1 32
Phase 2 43
Phase 3 22
Phase 4 10

DV ehicle

is the average delay per vehicle for lane group.

DV ehicle =
0.5C(1− g

C )
2

1−min(1, X) ∗ g
C

(e.g.

DV ehicleWN&WE =
0.5 ∗ 107 ∗ (1− 0.36)2

1−min(1, 0.85) ∗ 0.36
= 31.33s

)

DV ehicleNE

remains the same as it is permitted on red after stopping.
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Figure 8: Proposed design phase 4

8.2 Person delay
Number of cars indicates the number of cars that traveling through this direction between 6pm
and 7pm.

People in the car indicates the number of people are traveling through this direction in the car
between 6pm and 7pm. People in the car = Number of cars * Number of people in the car (e.g.
People in the car (WN&WE) =

1021 ∗ 1.2 = 1378.35

)
Number of buses indicates the number of buses that traveling through this direction between

6pm and 7pm.
People in the bus indicates the number of people are traveling through this direction in the bus

between 6pm and 7pm. People in the bus = Number of Buses * Number of people in the bus (e.g.
People in the bus (WN&WE) =

34 ∗ 28 = 952

)
Car delay is the total delay of the people in cars between 6pm and 7pm. Car delay = People

in the car * D (e.g. Car delay (WN&WE) = 1378.35 ∗ 31.33 = 43181.69s)
Bus delay is the total delay of the people in buses between 6pm and 7pm. Bus delay = People

in the bus * D (e.g. Bus delay (WN&WE) = 952 ∗ 31.33 = 29824.77s)
Total vehicle delay is the sum of Car delay and Bus delay, which indicates the total delay of

all vehicle users in this direction between 6pm and 7pm. Total vehicle delay = Car delay + Bus
delay (e.g. Total vehicle delay (WN&WE) = 43181.69 + 29824.77 = 73006.46s)

Dpedestrian is the average delay per person in this direction.
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Table 7: Vehicle users delay calculation of proposed design at the intersection

Direction g g/C V Lanes X DV ehicle Car delay Bus delay Total delay
WN&WE 39 0.36 1055 2 0.85 31.33 43182 29825 73006

WS 28 0.26 758 2 0.85 37.53 38304 2102 40405
ES 46 0.43 652 1 0.89 28.21 23189 33959 57148
EW 39 0.36 1024 2 0.83 30.92 39738 62334 102072
SW 31 0.29 785 2 0.80 35.09 36953 4913 41865

SN&SE 18 0.17 708 3 0.83 42.98 40036 21662 61698
NE 7 0.07 152 1 25.20 5171 0 5171

Total 208 1.94 5134 13 5.04 231.26 226573 154795 381368

Table 8: Pedestrian delay calculation of proposed design at the intersection
Direction g V DPedestrian Total delay

PN 17 1355 45 60975
PW 10 850 48.5 41225
PS 10 306 48.5 14841
PE 17 740 45 33300

Total 54 3251 187 150341

Dpedestrian =
CycleLength− EffectiveGreenlength

2

(e.g. DpedestrianPN = 107−17
2 = 45s)

N is the number of pedestrian in this direction between 6pm and 7pm.
Pedestrian delay is the total delay of the pedestrian going through this direction between 6pm

and 7pm.
Total delay for new version = Total vehicle delay + Total pedestrian delay = 381368.83 +

150341 = 531709.83s
Improvement is the percentage of decrease in delay in the new timing from the current one.

Improvement = (Total delay for current version - Total delay for new version) / Total delay for
current version =

(540009.43− 531709.83)

531709.83
= 1.6%

9 Conclusion
The overall reduction in delay is not high. But the pedestrian, cyclists and buses have higher
priority than before. The pedestrian delay decreases significantly. It reduces the reasons for
pedestrians to violate signals at this intersection and may create a safer traffic environment. The
cyclists are able to use the new bike lane network in this area which will attract more and more
cyclists in this area. Meanwhile the car delay had been increased but it still not overflowed. The
traffic come from Bay St will be able to go straight to City Rd and turn right onto Parramatta
Rd. This will relieve the traffic pressure on Mountain St. So the overall delay in this area should
decrease. George Street (East of the site) is becoming Pedestrian and LRT-only, that means traffic
in this area will decrease and the pedestrian and cyclists amount will significantly increase. The
proposed improvement comports with this trend.
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